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Dear Members

I

President’s Desk

ndian economy is passing through a difficult phase of economic slowdown,
with GDP growth registering one of the lowest rates of 5.8% and 5% in
the last quarter of FY19 and first quarter of FY20. India lost its status
of fastest growing economy to China (by a mere fraction of 0.1%) and is to
be second fastest growing economy.
The UNCTAD Report, released on 25th September, noted that “in Asia, the
two economies that were among the fastest growing in the world, China
and India, are showing signs of loss of growth momentum”
While there is an acceptance and consensus that the economy is slowing
down, it is very important to identify the nature of slowdown – whether
cyclical or structural. A cyclical slowdown, which is part of business cycle, is short term in nature, and
can be addressed with an adequate mix of fiscal and monetary measures. The recent rate cuts by RBI,
slew of measures announced by the government to boost private investment and consumption demand
are aimed towards cyclical slowdown.
Amid growing concerns over the economic slowdown, slew of tax exemptions were announced by the
Union Finance Minister. The effective corporate tax is reduced to 25.17% inclusive of all cess and
surcharge for domestic companies and to 17.01% for new manufacturing companies. India’s effective tax
rate that was among the highest globally prior to tax cut is now on par with most Asian countries, and
this surely improves the competitiveness of Indian Industry. The profitability improves immediately.
We hope that the lower tax rate for new manufacturing companies will benefit companies looking to
set up capacity in India, and attract investments.
But the question- is the current slowdown mere cyclical? If the problems of the economy go deeper,
a monetary and fiscal stimulus won’t be enough to revive the growth. An analysis of performance
of various indicators that would help assessing whether the slowdown is cyclical or structural, viz,
Savings, Investment, and Exports were not satisfactory. The GFCF as percent of GDP declined from
34.3% in 2011 to 28.8% in 2018; gross domestic savings as percent of GDP declined from 32.7% to
29.3%; exports as percent of GDP declined from 24.5% to 19.6% in the same period. All the sectors are
passing through a crisis like situation due to declining sales. Prolonged period of low inflation rate
indicates weak demand which in turn discourage investments and job creation.
The slowdown is indeed worrying. There is a need to introduce fresh set of reforms that would help
India to achieve the target of a $5 trillion economy. It is time for the government to look at the slowdown
as structural and not mere cyclical one and take measures accordingly.
September is a very encouraging and extremely fruitful month for the Federation with meaningful
and successful programs such as exploring business opportunities with Israel, seminar on ‘India’s
Logistics Sector: on the path of Transformation’, Workshop on Subka Viswas- Legacy Dispute Resolution
Scheme-2019, Business Seminar on ‘Trade & Investment Opportunities in South Africa’, Seminar on
Bakery, Biscuits & Confectionery Industries - Opportunities and Challenges etc. and signing of MOU
with NALSAR University of Law for setting up International Alternative Dispute Resolution Centre
(IADR) at Federation House.
It is also extremely disappointing for all the members and other industry people by the ‘No Show’ of
Mr. K. T. Rama Rao, Hon’ble Minister for Industries, MA & UD, IT & C for the launching of Federation
as FTCCI. I must say that the non-appearance of the Hon’ble Minister, in spite of promise given, has
sent a wrong signal to all industry, trade members in the State and I appeal to the government to
engage more with industry and trade in future.

I wish all the Members a very happy &
prosperous Dasara and Deewali!

Karunendra S.Jasti
President
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State Disaster Response and Fire Services Department,
Government of Telangana
Procedure for applying Provisional/Occupancy No Objection Certificate
1. Applicant applies online through http://fire.telangana.gov.in/ or http://tsfire.cgg.gov.in/
2. On payment of fees online and submission, the file comes to the Director General’s Dashboard.
3. The Director General assigns the file to a committee of Officers and they receive the file online.
4. The committee inspects the premises/building and submits the report online.
5. The report on submission by the committee comes to the Dashboard of the Regional Fire Officer
for scrutiny. After scrutiny, the Regional Fire Officer forwards the report to the Director General.
6. The Director General Approves/Rejects the file and the applicant will receive an email with the
final approved certificate/letter as an attachment. Alternatively, the applicant can also download the
same from the online portal.
7. Once the file passes to the next stage in the process, the applicant receives a sms to the registered
mobile number informing the status.
8. As per the Citizen’s Charter of the Department, the timeline to issue Provisional/Occupancy No
Objection Certificate for buildings above 15M in height is 14 Days and for those 15M and below in
height is 7 Days.

COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
Apart from entering the data in the fields given in the online application page, the following
drawings duly marking fire fighting systems in Red need to be uploaded.
1. Site Plan.
2. Basement Floor Plan.
3. Stilt/Ground Floor Plan.
4. Floor wise Plan.
5. Terrace Plan.
6. Section Plan.
7. Elevation Plan.
8. Provisional / Revised Provisional NOC (Needed for Occupancy NOC Application).
The applicant is also provided with four extra upload options apart from the above.
NOTE:
1. Plans uploaded should be signed by the builders/owners and authorized technical persons.
2. In case of High Rise Buildings, where the concessions in all round setbacks would be considered
subject to maintaining minimum clear setback of 7m on all sides, it shall be certified in the site plan
as follows: “Minimum setback area clear without any Obstructions”.
3. Where 2 mts wide green planting strip (where the setback is 9m and above) is proposed, it shall
be certified in the site plan as follows: “Soft green planting, to facilitate movement of fire fighting
vehicles and effective fire fighting operation” .
4. Deviations or contraventions if any from the approved drawings, would invite prosecution of
Builder, Architect and Site Engineer under Sections 31 and 32 of the Fire Service Act, 1999.
6
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GST updates
Recent
updates in GST
(for the month 31st July to 24th Sep 2019)
Electrically CGST Rate
operated
Notification
vehicles
12/2019 and
13/2019 dated 31 Jul
2019

5% GST on:
* Charger or Charging station for electrically operated vehicles
* Two or three wheeled electrically operated vehicles
Nil GST on:
* Giving on hire, Electrically operated vehicle meant to carry more than
twelve passengers to a local authority Example GHMC.

Note: Parallel notifications were issued in IGST Act wherever applicable

Removal of difficulty order:
Extension of due
date of Annual
Return

Removal of Difficulty
Order No. 7/2019Central Tax dated 26
August 2019

* Extension of GST Annual Return - GSTR 9/9A/9C due date
to 30 November 2019.

ITC 04 (Job work return) for the years 2017-18 and 2018-19:
Filing of ITC 04
waived for the
FY 2017-18 and
2018-19

CGST Notification
38/2019 dated 31 August
2019

* Waiver of ITC – 04 is subject to conditions and special
procedure to be followed
* Principal is required to furnish the details of all the challans
in respect of goods dispatched to a job worker in the period
July, 2017 to March, 2019 but not received from a job worker or
not supplied from the place of business of the job worker as
on the 31st March, 2019, in serial number 4 of FORM ITC-04
for the quarter April-June, 2019

Highlights of press release on 37th GST Council Meeting
dated 20 September 2019:
Law and procedure:
* Annual returns – GSTR 9/9A/9C - GSTR 9 to be made
optional for taxpayers having aggregate turnover upto
2 crores for the FYs 2017-18 and 2018-19
* Introduction of new return system RET 1/2/3 to be
introduced from April 2020
* Restriction on availment of ITC in cases where GSTR
1 is not filed by the supplier
* Integration refund system with disbursal by a single
authority
* Linking Aadhar with registration of taxpayers under
GST
* Restrictions on passing of credit by risky taxpayers
including risky new taxpayers.
Tariff changes:
GST council has recommended several changes on tariff
rates/classification matters/exemptions/concessions
across various industry sectors including reduction
of rates in respect of hotel accommodation service,
exemption of dried tamarind, exempt prospectively

services by way of storage or warehousing on selected
commodities etc
Note: The above gist of recommendations is a brief
summary presented in a simple language. For the
complete list of recommendations, users may refer to
press releases by the GST council.
GSTN Updates
Online refund processing and single authority
disbursement:
* The RFD-01A form has been disabled on the portal.
* The taxpayer shall be able to file his refund application
in form RFD-01 now.
* Refund applications filed by the taxpayers in RFD01 form shall be processed electronically/ online
by the tax-officer and all communications between
the tax officers and the taxpayers shall take place
electronically.
* Refund amount (CGST and SGST) shall be disbursed
by accredited bank of Central Board of Indirect Taxes
and Customs (CBIC) through the Public Financial
Management System (PFMS) after bank account
validation.

Courtesy : CA Irshad Mohammed, Partner, M I A & Associates, Chartered Accountants, Hyd
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Power News

the new tariff policy, the discoms
would have to pay a surcharge for
delayed payment, which would be
equal to the commercial rate of
interest.
https://energy.economictimes.
indiatimes.com/news/power/govt-to-for-resolving-discoms-

Govt to roll out new
tariff policy, UDAY
2.0 for resolving
discoms losses
The total outstanding of the
discoms to Gencos as of July stood
at Rs 73,425 crore, including the
overdue amount of Rs 55,276
crore.
The government is in the process
of rolling out a new tariff policy
and UDAY 2.0 to address the issue
of losses of discoms, which is the
“only difficulty” in ensuring round
the clock electricity supply for all,
Power Minister R K Singh said.
The dues to discoms become
overdue after 60 days of nonpayment of the bill, allowing Gencos
charge penal interest on that.
“There is a capacity to transfer
(supply) any quantum (of power).
There is no reason why 24X7
power cannot be given. The only
difficulty in this (24X7 power for
all) is losses to some distribution
utilities. They don’t have money
to pay for power,” Singh told. The
central government has already
made it mandatory for DISCOMs
to open letters of credit for getting
supply from Gencos, excluding
state government power plants
from August 1, 2019.
He said that new tariff policy has
already gone to the Cabinet for
vetting and approval while the
power ministry is working on the
UDAY 2.0 scheme which would be
launched this fiscal only. Under
8
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Andhra Pradesh HC
scraps high-level panel
to review PPAs
The high court gave an interim order
directing the government to honour
the PPAs with power producing
companies. In a setback to the
state government, the high court
on Tuesday scrapped the setting
up of a high- level negotiation
committee to review Power Purchase
Agreements (PPAs).The high court
gave an interim order directing the
government to honour the PPAs with
power producing companies. The
high court also directed the Andhra
Pradesh Electricity Regulatory
Commission (APERC) to decide
new tariffs within six months.
The government had decided to
review all PPAs with wind and
solar power generation companies.
Accordingly, GO 63 was issued to
constitute a high-level negotiation
committee to review tariffs for wind
and solar power.
https://energy.economictimes.
indiatimes.com/news/power/andhrapradesh-hc-scraps-high-level-panel-toreview-ppas/71286162

Regulators can’t rejig
bid-based tariffs:
Aptel
The order can be useful in deciding
fate of renewable energy contracts
in Andhra Pradesh.
The electricity tribunal has ruled
that state regulators cannot
alter tariffs determined through
competitive bidding, which
would have implications for the
Andhra Pradesh government’s
efforts to review power purchase
agreements signed by the previous
regime.
Experts said the order, pronounced
by the Appellate Tribunal for
Electricity (Aptel) in a case filed
by Resurgent Power Ventures
related to 1980 MW Prayagraj
Power plant, will also help stressed
assets resolution. Prayagraj Power
was the first stressed asset to
be resolved outside insolvency
court by lenders and has been
stuck in regulatory hurdles for
11 months.
The tribunal cited a previous
ruling where it was held that
in case of competitive bidding
held under section 63, the state
commissions need to merely
verify that it was transparently
conducted and “should not
go beyond that as it is neither
an Enquiry Commission nor a
Vigilance Commission”.

PM Modi inaugurates Gandhi Solar Park at
UN Headquarters
World leaders including Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina and
President of South Korea Moon-Jae-in were also present at the occasion
in New York
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday (local time) inaugurated
a 50 kilowatt ‘Gandhi Solar Park’ at the Headquarters of the United
Nations in New York. The event was hosted to celebrate the 150th Birth
Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, which will underline the continuing
relevance of Gandhian thoughts and values in today’s world.

Key points of German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s new climate strategy
Merkel’s government announced a sweeping climate policy package worth at
least 100 billion euros ($110 billion euros) by 2030.

German Chancellor announced a
sweeping climate policy package
worth at least 100 billion euros
($110 billion euros) by 2030.
Its aim is to discourage the burning
of oil, coal and gas in order to
reduce Earth-warming carbon
emissions and strengthen clean
renewable power, energy efficiency
and zero-emission cars.
Here are some key points from the
package, yet to be turned into laws,
which aim to reduce Germany’s
greenhouse gas emissions by at
least 55 percent from 1990 levels
by 2030.
* Electric cars - Germany will aim
to bring seven million to 10 million
zero-emission electric cars onto the
roads by 2030, to be supplied by a
network of one million charging
stations.
A subsidy for e-cars worth several
thousand euros each, to be cofinanced by the government and
manufacturers, will be granted
for models below 40,000 euros
from 2021.
The motor vehicle tax will also be
adjusted to reward green mobility
and discourage vehicles with CO2
emissions.
* Planes, trains - The plan aims to
replace polluting short-haul flights
with greener train travel.
The air traffic tax will rise from
January 2020, and airlines are to
be barred from selling loss-making
bargain tickets.
The price of train tickets will
drop by some 10 percent due to
reduction in the value-added tax
on them.
Some 86 billion euros are
to be ploughed into railway
infrastructure, and pilot projects
will test one-euro-a-day urban
public transport passes.
* Home heating - Subsidies will

encourage replacing oil-fired
home heating systems with more
climate-friendly models, with the
state paying for up to 40 percent of
the cost. Installing new oil heating
systems will be prohibited from
2026 in most cases.
Tax incentives will encourage
energy-saving building renovations,
especially to reduce heat loss in the
cold winter months.
* Wind, solar power - The
government aims to further boost
wind and solar power, which now
make up the lion’s share of the
renewables which account for 38
percent of Germany’s electricity
demand.
To increase local acceptance of
new wind farms, now often held
up by court challenges, nearby
municipalities will be allowed
greater participation in their
operation for profit.
Solar power systems, most
widespread in southern Germany,
will be further subsidised, and
offshore wind energy in the North
and Baltic Seas expanded.
Germany’s goal is to raise the share
of green energy to 65 percent of
electricity demand by 2030, while
nuclear power is to be phased out
by 2022 and coal by 2038 at the
latest.
* Carbon trading - Fossil fuel use
is to be discouraged through a
national emissions trading scheme
for the transport and buildings
sectors, complementing an existing
European system for energy and
industry.
This will increase the cost of petrol
and diesel, though long-distance
commuters will be compensated
with tax breaks.
The polluter-pays scheme
encourages businesses and
consumers to use green energy

and technology in order to avoid
the direct or indirect cost of rightto-pollute certificates.
A tonne of CO2 emissions will
initially be priced at a symbolic
10 euros from 2021, and this is set
to rise to 35 euros by 2025.
After that, the emission rights will
be auctioned within a range of 35
to 60 euros.
A maximum emission quantity for
Germany will be decided and then
decreased year by year, while the
auction mechanism will set the
price of CO2 according to demand
and supply of emission permits.

Aptel pulls up state
power regulators
The bench, comprising Aptel
chairperson Manjula Chellur
and technical members SD
Dubey and Ravindra Kumar
Verma, passed the order based
on recommendations of eight
amicus curiae
The Appellate Tribunal for
Electricity (Aptel) has made
state power regulators liable to
explain delay in tariff revisions,
inadequate compensation to
distribution companies and
deferred revenue over the last
three financial years.
“We direct all the state and
joint regulatory commissions to
furnish the necessary information
to the secretary of the Forum of
Regulators, who shall, in turn,
file compilation of compliance
reports before this tribunal,”
Aptel ordered. It has the October
31 deadline for the submission.
Government data shows Rs 52,546
crore outstanding payments to power
companies at the end of June.
https://energy.economictimes.
indiatimes.com/news/power
October, 2019 | FTCCI Review | 9

ECONOMY Watch
Key takeaways from FM Nirmala Sitharaman’s third press
conference; export, housing in focus
To boost exports (incentive and
taxation)

to banks lending working capital
for exports.

1)Extend the scheme of
reimbursement of taxes and
duties for export promotion

4Premium incidence for MSMEs
will be monitored suitably.

4 Existing dispension in textiles of
MEIS + old ROSL will continue
up to December 31, 2019.
4 Scheme for Remission of Duties
or Taxes on Export Product
(RoDTEP) will replace MEIS.
4Textiles and all other sectors
which currently enjoy incentives
up to 2 percent over MEIS will
transit into RODTEP from
January 1, 2020.

4It is expected that the initiative
will cost about Rs 1,700 crore per
annum.
4This will enable reduction in
overall cost of export credit
including interest rates
especially for MSMEs.

4An action plan to reduce time
to export/turnaround time in
airports and ports benchmarked
to international standards will
be implemented by December
2019.

4)Revised priority sector lending
(PSL) norms for export credit
(after extensive discussion with
RBI)

4 Actual turnaround times will be
published by real time for each
port and airport to push them
to improve performance.

4In effect, RODTEP will more
than adequately incentivise
exporters than existing schemes
put together.

4 Priority sector lending norms for
export credit have been examined
and enabling guidelines are
under consideration of RBI.

4Revenue forgone projected at
up to Rs 50,000 crore.
4It is more for labour intensive
textile sector.

4 This will release an additional Rs
36,000 crore to Rs 68,000 crore
as export credit under priority
sector.

2)Fully automated electronic
refund route for input tax
credits (ITC) in GST

5)Effective monitoring of export
financing by Department of
Commerce

4Fully electronic refund module
(form GSAT RFD-01) for quick
and automated refund of ITC
nearing completion and will
be implemented by end of
September 2019.

4Data on export finance is
regularly published by RBI.

4 This is expected to monitor and
speed up ITC refunds.
3)Expanding scope of export
credit insurance Scheme ECIS
by ECGC
4Export Credit Guarantee
Corporation will expand the
scope of ECIS.
4 Will offer higher insurance cover
10 | FTCCI Review | October, 2019

reduce time to export through
seamless process digitisation
of all export clearances (port/
airport/customs etc) and
elimination of offline/manual
services.

4Export Finance will be actively
monitored by an interministerial working group in
Department of Commerce,
tracked through a dashboard,
reviewed with institutions and
active intervention carried
out.

7) Annual mega shopping
festivals
4 Annual mega shopping festivals
in India will be organised in
4 places across March 2020 in
4 themes (Gems & Jewellery,
Handicrafts, Yoga, Tourism,
Textile and Leather).
8)Special
mission

FTA

utilisation

4FTA utilisation mission headed
by senior officer in Department
of Commerce will be setup.
4To work exclusively with FIEO
and export houses to utilise
concessional tariffs in each
FTA.

6)Leverage technology to reduce
time to export for turnaround
time

4Enhance
awareness
of
preferential duty benefits
among MSMEs, disseminate
and facilitate compliance
requirements (Rule of origin/
Certificate of Origin etc)
under FTAs for importers and
exporters.

4Technology will be further
leveraged by timely completion
of ongoing initiatives to further

4 Set goals for FTA utilisation and
put in place an effective FTA
monitoring system.

9) Online Origin Management
System

e-commerce portal and enable
seamless exports.

4An online Origin Management
System for exporters to enable
them to obtain certificates of
origin - COC (under Rules of
origin) will be launched in
the next few weeks by DGFT
in collaboration with Exports
Inspection Council.

4Mass enrolment of artisans
across India with the help of
Ministry of Textiles.

4This is expected to significantly
improve the ease of doing
business for exporters.
10) Timebound adoption
of mandatory technical
standards
4Timebound adoption by
industry of all necessary
mandatory technical standards
and their effective enforcement
to elevate and quality and
performance ecosystem, enhance
competitiveness and address the
issue of sub-standard imports.
4A working group on standards
will be set up in Department of
Commerce to work with industry
to lay down a roadmap for
adoption of standards, timelines
and enforcement.
4This is expected to big boost
in enabling Indian products
overcome non-tariff barriers in
exports.
11) Affordable testing and
certification infrastructure
4Affordable testing and
certification infrastructure
will be adequately expanded
and developed in PPP mode
to enable exporters to get all
internationally.
12)Enable handicrafts industry to
effectively harness e-commerce
for exports
4 Special dispension for facilitating
and on boarding handicrafts
artisans and handicraft
cooperatives directly on

Measures to Housing Sector
1) Relaxation of ECB
guidelines for affordable
housing
4ECB guidelines will be relaxed
to facilitate financing of home
buyers who are eligible under
the PMAY in consultation with
RBI.
2) House building advance
4The interest on house building
advance shall be lowered and
linked with 10-year G-Sec bond
yield.
3) Special window for
affordable and middle income
housing
4Window to provide last mile
funding for housing projects
which are non-NPA and nonNCLT projects and are not worth
positive in affordable and middle
income category to be set up.
4The objective is to focus on
construction of unfinished
units.
4Government on the lines of
NIIF can contribute to the fund
while rest of investors would
be LIC and other institutions
and private capital from banks/
sovereign funds/DFIs etc.
4Fund shall be set up as a
category - II AIF trust and would
professionally run with experts
from housing and banking
sector.-Fund size Rs 10,000 crore
to be contributed by government
and roughly same amount from
outside investors.
https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/
business/markets/key-takeaways-fromfm-nirmala-sitharamans-third-pressconference-4436461.html

Highlights of Tax
concessions announced
by FM on 20 Sep 2019
1. Tax Concessions for
Existing Domestic
Companies.
1.1.Option has been given
to existing domestic
companies to pay corporate
tax @22% and the same are
not required to pay MAT
1.2.MAT has been reduced from
18.5% to 15% for companies
which continue to avail tax
exemptions/incentives
2. Tax Concessions for New
Domestic Companies.
Option has been given to
pay corporate tax @15%
to domestic companies
incorporated on or after
01-Oct-2019
making
fresh investment in
manufacturing and the
same are not required to
pay MAT
3. Enhanced surcharge of
25%/37% shall not be
applicable on tax payable
on capital gains arising
from transfer of certain
securities.
4. No tax on buy back of
shares in the hands of listed
companies announced buyback of shares prior to 05July-2019
5. Going forward the amount
spent by corporate on
incubators run by public
sector undertakings (PSUs)
shall also be considered as
part of CSR expenditure.
https://taxguru.in/income-tax/
highlights-tax-concessionsannounced-fm-20-sep-2019.html
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Tribute to

Mahatma Gandhi

Empowering Khadi

Celebrating 150 years of

MAHATHMA
A

diminutive man clad in simple homespun clothes,
Mahatma Gandhi showed the way to uplift India’s
impoverished rural areas through the Khadi philosophy.
He created a legacy that would empower people through
self-reliance. We celebrated 150th birth anniversary of ‘Father
of the Nation’, affectionately called Bapu by all. He remains a
shining beacon of hope for millions of people across the world
who seeks a life of equality, dignity, inclusion, and empowerment.
The impact he left on human society has few parallels.

‘I believe that where there is pure
and active love for the poor there is
God also. I see God in every thread
that I draw on the spinning wheel.’
(Young India, 20–5–1926)

Khadi, during the days of Indian freedom struggle was not only
considered a key to swaraj but also considered a means of man’s
education, a link between the masses and the different classes, a
symbol of dignity of manual labour, a check on the drain of Indian
wealth to foreign countries, an occupational therapy for psychic
illness affecting the west, an emblem of non-violence, a force for
International peace and an instrument for rural reconstruction. It
was a programme for satisfying more the basic immediate needs
of the surroundings based on local resources than catering to
the needs of the urban and overseas markets.
Many a time, Gandhiji emphasized that khadi should not be
used just as a cloth and it has to be worn with the values which
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are inseparable to it. According to him,
“The message of the spinning-wheel is
much wider than its circumference. Its
message is one of simplicity, service of
mankind, living so as not to hurt others,
creating an indissoluble bond between
the rich and the poor, capital and labor,
the prince and the peasant.” For the
Mahatma, khadi was the means to the
economic liberation of the masses. He
saw the employment opportunities
created by the khadi movement as the
solution.
Khadi is a symbol of Indian textile
heritage. With changing times, ‘Khadi
for Nation’ has turned into ‘Khadi for
Fashion’. In recent times successful
fashion shows were conducted where
Khadi ensembles from eminent
designers stole the limelight.
As the world moves towards industrial
fashion, this fabric of freedom continues
to spin incomes for the rural poor while
reminding the country of its legacy of
sustainable living and self-reliance.
The demand for Khadi has increased
manifolds in present times. A new
breed of designers began experimenting
with this versatile fabric, ensuring that
Khadi remained in vogue. Its newage reinterpretation as a modern yet
quintessentially Indian textile has
made it very appealing to the millennial
generation. From modern outfits to local
silhouettes, several leading designers
have taken on the fashion challenge to
reinvent the humble fabric into highfashion wear. A part of the warp and weft
of India, Khadi continues to be special
in many ways.
In December 2016 textile major Raymond
has signed a MoU with Khadi & Village
Industries Commission to launch a cobranded fabric and garment — Khadi
By Raymond.
Through the public-private partnership,
a range of fabric and garments will be
developed which will be sold through
the 1,080 Raymond outlets and 7,000
outlets of KVIC. Raymond will be
sourcing the Khadi and adding value
in terms of design and get a commission
for using the KVIC trademark from the

Many a time,
Gandhiji
emphasized that
khadi should
not be used
just as a cloth
and it has to be
worn with the
values which
are inseparable
to it.

co-branded initiative. This joint venture
is also a step towards making a radical
shift in people’s perception of Khadi
from a fabric that stands for nationalism
to a fabric that stands for fashion.
Gandhi proclaimed “It is a libel to call
women the weaker sex” because he firmly
believed that India cannot progress until
its women are freed from the shackles of
oppression, suppression, and inequality.
He felt the Khadi industry would not
just utilize and harness the potential of
lakhs of women but also bring them out
from the boundaries of the household
to the mainstream of political struggle.
He observed: “I swear by this form of
swadeshi (Khadi) because through it I
can provide work to the semi-starved,
semi-employed women of India. My
idea is to get these women to spin yarn,
and to clothe the people of India with
Khadi which will take the impoverished
women out of it.” But gender justice is
still a fragile myth in our country.
KVIC, focus on employment generation
through promotion of Khadi and related
products rather than on profits. The
PMEGP scheme is implemented
by Khadi and Village Industries
Commission (KVIC) functioning as
the nodal agency at the national level.
Entrepreneurs can apply for financial
assistance through the online portal
for the PMEGP Scheme. Committed to
sustainable growth, KVIC also launched
solar charkhas with the aim of generating
an alternative source of income in rural
households. To promote employment
among poverty-struck people living in
rural and semi-urban areas of India,
KVIC came up with a unique model
through Khadi Solar Charkha project.
Today KVIC has a great opportunity
to fulfill Bapu’s dream. One of Bapu’s
favorite hymns was “Vaishnava Jana To
Thene Kahiye Jay, Peer Paraya Jaane Re”,
which means “a good soul is one who
feels the pain of others”. It was this spirit
that made him live for others.
Let us all get committed to fulfilling the
dreams of Bapu and promote Khadi – a
true tribute to BAPU!
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After all, what is in a rule?
Nothing, except when you experience its absence.

The hidden “pearl of wisdom” from
the Cricket World Cup Final
Ramaswamy Krishnan
Business Coach & Entrepreneur
RK@groupinfinite.com

R

ecently, I was at the TAB Annual Global
Conference in Denver. I had the opportunity
to visit a baseball game with some of my
fellow-masters from across the world. We came
from South Africa, Germany, Australia, Ireland, Czech
Republic and India, watching an American game.
We were well into the game when suddenly, there was
a roar. There was a sweet sound of bat hitting the ball
and the audience was jumping to reach the ball that was
screaming into the stands. A home run! The game was
indeed different, but I shut my eyes and the passion was
the same. I was transported to the recently concluded
World Cup.
Specifically to the finals where we witnessed New Zealand
losing the match to England in bizarre circumstances.
Irrespective of who we supported, everyone across all
country lines agreed that it was indeed heart-breaking
in the way it ended.
It was a thrilling match especially for those of us who
were not in the finals, but we agreed that the rules seem
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ridiculous. Everybody has been cribbing, discussing
how crazy it seemed and debating the if-then-else. I am
not just talking about the Super over per se. That is just
one part of the story. What was even more interesting
to me was the way runs were awarded when the ball
accidentally hit the bat of Ben Stokes and disappeared
over the boundary.
We were recently having a conversation at home around
how stupid the rule was…. when it suddenly occurred
to me that it was a miracle that there was a rule for such
an eventuality. Just imagine, what is the probability of
someone throwing a ball in from deep in the field and
it hitting a bat of a diving batsman and it going for runs.
I mean it is really negligible. And so, what struck me as
fascinating was not so much as what the rule was, but
the fact that there was a rule in the first place.
Not too many people have thought about it this way. We
are discussing the veracity of the rule, but not the fact
that someone had envisioned the need for such a rule
in the first place. Let me tell you how significant and
how important this is. Suppose the same thing would
have been played out and Ben Stokes did dive as he did.
The ball hit his bat and went over. Imagine we are in a
World Cup final and there was no rule to fall back on.
Imagine the two umpires conferring amidst the roar of

the crowds not knowing what to do. They hadn’t read it
in their rule book and they are debating in the middle.
The commentators are dividing, players fidgety, crowds
impatient, millions on TV already judging the replays
on their couch. The fate of the World Cup depends on
it. Imagine the chaos.
I have not come across anyone who gave credit to the
bloke who put this improbable event into the rule book.
Right or wrong – there was a guideline to refer to. To me
that was a very interesting and a very powerful aspect.

As Business Owners, we need to know that
avoiding policies is neither less risky not
does it give us the freedom to be flexible. Uncertainty actually blocks team
development. The most important rule for
business owners is to put rules in place.
Rules are not right or wrong in themselves and they only proven over a period
of time. This was the learning for me from
the World Cup and I really appreciate the
guy who had thought about putting this
into the rule-book.
Let us bring out the parallel for our organization. Very
often we debate on whether a policy or measurement
is right or wrong. Anyone who has been a leader of an
organization for some time will tell you that is nothing is
ever in black or white. Someone or something is anyways
going to feel compromised. Yet, we take decisions.
In business situations where people are involved,

information is rarely perfect. The leader’s role is often
to take “a” decision that gets us moving rather than
being paralyzed with inaction and chaos.
As Business Owners and Leaders, the importance of
putting a policy in place in the first instance and letting
your employees know that such a rule exists is probably
the most critical aspect of good management – much
more than the apparent efficacy of the rule itself. Fairness
is a matter of consistently implementing a known rule
rather than whether the rule is right or wrong or whether
it hurt somebody or not.
Let me take this a bit ahead. Initiatives like performance
appraisals, incentive schemes, rewards and censures
etc… touch people and so, the culture. Often, as business
owners, we fret a lot over these initiatives. We loathe
starting them in the fear that we may not be correct or
fair. And, more importantly, we are very happy to keep
tinkering it in the hope of utopia.
Suppose we accept that people are different, we are
different, companies are different and so, there will never
be a “perfect or correct” appraisal system or incentive
system or a “perfect” motivator or consequence. Then,
we see our role as the policy creator, communicator
and implementer. Then, based on results we can always
improve in steps.
Back to the match, even if the ICC decides to change the
rule now, it does not make the existing rule invalid. In
fact, the event has vindicated the foresight of somebody
who thought about this seemingly irrelevant issue and
put a rule in place that averted not allowing a quick
decision to be made and the World Cup to be awarded.
Now, ICC can always go back to the drawing board before
the next World Cup. So, the presence of the rule is the
basis of improvement.
And, of course, credit to the umpires who remembered the
rule and were able to apply it without fear or confusion.
That was an example of how an organization should work
with policies, processes and implementation. Hats off
to this learning from the World Cup!

Congratulations!
Sri.PD Mandhana,
Chairman Mahesh Bank, honoured with
the Best Chairman award in Large
Co-operative Urban Bank segment in
Indian at Goa
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Sexual Harassment of women
Its Different Snapshots
P. Soma Raju
Specialist Consultant HR, IR &
Labour laws

Sexual Harassment of women is a
subject currently drawing attention of
everyone in the society. It evokes keen
interest amongst many people. The
silence of women victims for ages has
broken with the courage and support
from the government, media and activist
groups working on women issues. The
Government of India in the back drop of
Supreme Court guidelines and directions
(Visakha Case) enacted “ The sexual
Harassment of Women at Work Place (
PPR ) Act 2013 popularly known as POSH
Act” to address the problems of sexual
harassment of women at work place.
Similarly the uproar in the Country over
the gang rape case in Delhi resulted in
enactment of Nirbhaya Act 2013 by way of
amendments to Indian Penal Code. The
fillip gained from the daring disclosure
of Tanushree Datta of sexual harassment
gave rise to ‘Me Too’ movement visibility
since 2017 in India.
The cases of sexual harassment are still
unabated in spite of various measures
undertaken by the Government and other
agencies concerned. The perpetrators
should be kept under check and this
menace be tackled with multi prolonged
approach. Besides strict enforcement of
law this needs to be addressed through
counseling and sociological awareness.
The victims need to come forward to
speak up and fight but it is well worth
fight. A careful reading of the laws and
the mechanism brings about lacunae
and gaps coming in the way of dealing
with the issue effectively. An attempt
is made to examine them legally with
clinical approach to bring to the notice of
the stake holders to deal cases of sexual
harassment with right perspective.
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The subject of the sexual harassment of women is examined with
reference to (1) Sexual harassment of women at work place (2) Sexual
harassment of women outside the work place (3) Sexual harassment
of women at work place and outside the work place . To deal with the
above aspects of the problem, the definitions of sexual harassment of
women under The Sexual Harassment of Women at Work Place(PPR)
Act 2013 and sexual harassment of women under Nirbhaya Act 2013
need to be examined. Sexual Harassment as defined under section
2 (N) of the Sexual harassment of women at work place (PPR) Act
2013means “ any one or more of the following unwelcome acts or behavior
(whether directly or by implication) namely (i) Physical Contact and
advance or (ii) A demand or request for sexual favour or (iii) making
sexually coloured remarks or (iv) showing pornography or (v) any other
unwelcome physical, verbal or non verbal conduct of sexual nature.
Similarly sexual harassment as defined under Nirbhaya Act section
354(A) of Indian Penal code means “ A man committing any of the
following acts (1) physical contact and advances involving unwelcome
and explicit sexual overtures or (ii)a demand or request for sexual favours
or (iii) showing pornography against the will of a woman or (iv) Making
sexually coloured remarks” The definition prima facie appears similar.
The definition under sexual harassment of women at work place Act
is wider in its coverage. The acts specified under POSH Act says that
the acts even by implication amounts to sexual harassment, whereas
under the Nirbhaya Act there should be explicit and clear conduct or
behavior to bring the acts under sexual harassment.
The offence of sexual harassment of women is conceptually similar
under POSH Act and Nirbhaya Act and at the same time they are given
different treatment while dealing with the offence and offenders. The
contradictions or differential approach in the POSH Act and Nirbhaya

Act are dealt with as under.

Sexual harassment of women-Conceptually
same with differential treatment. Sexual

harassment of women at work place is an offence
under POSH Act and it is criminal offence under IPC
if committed outside the workplace. The consequences
are dissimilar and punishments are harsh under Nirbhaya
Act and not so harsh under POSH Act. Time limits are
prescribed to file complaint and complete enquiry under
the POSH Act and there is no such limitation under the
IPC/ Nirbhaya Act

Enquiry into the Charge of Sexual harassment
of women.
The enquiry under POSH Act, should be conducted by

the Internal Complaints Committee . It is the criminal
court that conducts the enquiry under Nirbhaya Act .
Evidence Act is not applicable to the enquiry proceedings
under POSH Act and they are guided by the principles
of natural justice. The trial under Nirbhaya Act follows
strict and technical rules of criminal procedure code and
Evidence Act. The standard of proof under POSH Act is
preponderance of probabilities and it is proof beyond
reasonable doubt under Nirbhaya Act.
Outsiders and lawyers assistance to the offender/
respondent is not allowed in the proceedings under
the POSH Act and Advocates assistance can be taken
by the accused in the trial before a criminal court under
Nirbhaya Act. ICC under POSH Act has powers of civil
court under Civil Procedure Code .

Preventive and Curative aspects other than punishments
POSH Act
(1)
		
		
		
(2)

Every employer shall organize work shops
and orientation programmes to create
awareness among employees and ICC
members
At the request of the aggrieved woman
Act. Steps may be taken to settle the matter
		 through conciliation. No further enquiry
		 after settlement.
(3) If parties do not comply with terms and
		 Conditions of settlement through
		 Conciliation, ICC can Proceed with
		 forwarding copy of complaint to police
		 to take action as per IPC.
(4) The offender can be ordered to undergo
		 Counseling session or carry out community
		 Service

Nirbhaya Act
Under IPC there is no such specific Provision.
However the Government gives wide publicity
before implementing any law.
No such provision under IPC and Nirbhaya

At places other than work place, the offence
will be dealt with under IPC and Nirbhaya Act.

No such provision under IPC and Nirbhaya Act.

Differences in Punishment
POSH Act

IPC /Nirbhaya Act

			
(1) The offence of sexual harassment under
				 Nirbhaya Act is cognizable and bailable.
(1) Written apology
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(2) The punishment for act of sexual
harassment as specified(I) to (III)
under 354 A IPC shall be rigorous
Warning		 imprisonment for a term which may extend
to three years or with fine or with both.
Reprimand/Censure				
With holding Promotion			
With holding pay rise or increment.
Termination of service.
There is a provision for retribution and
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POSH Act
		

IPC /Nirbhaya Act

Punishment of fine for false complaints.

(3) For an offence specified at (IV) of S.354 A
		 IPC, punishment shall be imprisonment
of either description for a term which
may extend to one year or with fine or
with both.
			
(4) Punishment for perjury in case of hostile 		
			 witness
The scope of sexual harassment of women has been
expanded and the acts that are not included in the
definition like stalking, eve teasing, assault or use of
criminal force with intent to disrobe and voyeurism
have been made offences under Indian Penal Code by
the Nirbhaya Amendment Act 2013.

Sexual harassment of women and Me too
activism
The silence of women for ages to speak against sexual
harassment due to lack of awareness, social Taboos and
other constraints have been the weapon in the hands
of male harassers to perpetrate the offence for ages. “
Me too “ movement has gained momentum on account
of a few brave and bold women breaking the shackles
started speaking up against the offence and offenders
since 2017. No doubt it is a good development to support
and the problem needs to be addressed. The Government
of India constituted a group of ministers to recommend
measures and frame work to address such offences of
sexual harassment of women under “Me too” ambit.
Mee too movement and legal constraints
A careful reading of incidents of sexual harassment
under Me too that are reported if examined legally, gives
scope for lot of gaps and loopholes making them very
difficult to prove with the existing laws. The POSH Act
and the Nirbhaya Act came into existence in 2013. All
cases under “Me too” before 2013 are barred by limitation
and such cases can not be taken up retrospectively
under POSH Act.
It is even much more difficult to invoke and prosecute
the offenders under Indian Penal Code. The standard of
proof in criminal trial/ case is proof beyond reasonable
doubt. The reported cases under “Me too” are very old
and proving them with cogent evidence becomes a
herculean task . The complainant in one case is facing
a case of criminal defamation. Authorities are not able
to proceed with “Me too’ case as there are legal hurdles.
In one of the cases, Delhi High Court struck down
the trial court judgment holding that there are lot
of inconsistencies and improbabilities in the case.
Tanushree Datta and singer chinmayi cases are good
examples where authorities could not proceed due to
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legal constraints but they gave courage to many women
to come out openly and express their ordeal. The women
in the society have been eagerly awaiting the outcome of
group of ministers recommendations on measures and
frame work to tackle “Me too” cases for justice.
Sexual Harassment of women and dark spots All of us
agree that POSH Act and Nirbhaya Act have brought out
a radical change in women by providing legal support to
file and fight against the oppressors. The judiciary have
been very supportive by sympathizing and empathizing
with women and delivering justice to the women with
punishments to the offenders.
At the same time there are dark spots where a few women
are trying to misuse the laws for their personal vested
interests. Recent judgments of Delhi High court and
Madras High court give credence to the argument that a
few women are misusing the laws. Delhi High Court in a
recent case slapped a fine of Rs.50,000/- against a woman
for filing a false case of sexual harassment. In another
case Madras High court made a sensational observation
that there is need to revisit women protection laws. while
delivering the judgment Madras High Court opined that
the cases of sexual harassment are going the way of 498
A and instances of misuse have been increasing. These
comments are made in the context of a case where a
woman used her daughter as a tool to file a false case
against her estranged husband to settle her personal
score. The woman prompted her eleven year old daughter
to file a false case of sexual harassment by the father.
In the end the High Court directed the Government to
file a case against the woman for filing a false case of
sexual harassment. Justice Sujatha Manohar also once
opined that many women were misusing the “Me too”
movement to shame the men on social media and to
settle personal score.”
Of course stray instances of such cases can not be a basis
to dub the sexual harassment cases in general as false.
POSH Act, Nirbhaya Act And Me too in fact provided a
good platform to the women to secure justice. The big
question is whether laws alone are enough to tackle the
menace of sexual harassment of women ? The challenge
before the society is that there are going to be many such
offences in future possibly due to increasing participation

of women in economic and work place activities.
Sexual Harassment of women- Law and Justice
The Government on their part enacted laws to protect
the women against sexual harassment. The enforcement
authorities have been positively and proactively
responding wherever the sexual harassment is reported.
The judiciary on their part have been empathizing
with the women while deciding the cases of sexual
harassment of women either at work place or outside
the work place. The judicial orders of the courts on this
subject reinforce the commitment of judiciary to the
women’s protection. The theory of notional extension of
work place is admitted and accepted where ever there is
nexus between the place of offence of sexual harassment
and employment. Another important issue decided in
favour of the women is upholding the recommendations
of Internal complaints Committee in the enquiry and
actions decided and taken by the employer on the basis
of the findings of the Internal complaints committee

under POSH Act . The High Court of Madras held in
one case that the offender/ Respondent can not invoke
the jurisdiction of the Labour Court against the orders
of punishment by the Employer. Labour Court/Tribunal
can not sit on appeal to decide the fairness of the findings
of Internal Complaints Committee under POSH Act. No
doubt all agencies responsible for women’s protection
have been working in tandem but the cases of sexual
harassment of women are still unabated. It is clear that
over and above laws and justice the will of the society
and change in the attitude of men are dire need to tackle
menace of sexual harassment of women.
Apart from legal measures , the issue of sexual
harassment needs to be addressed through counseling
and sociological awareness. A drastic change in the
attitudes of men is the need of hour and leaving every
thing to the laws and Government to solve the issue
remains unsolved for ever.

Have problem as consumer?
You can settle it cordially at zero cost

The Telangana Consumer Information and Redressal Centre at the Civil Supplies Bhavan at Irrum Manzil
in the city is likely to provide you solutions for the problems you may face as a consumer.
For instance: In a latest case, a consumer received a refund of Rs 4.4 lakh when an issue concerning a
property deal was taken up as a compliant in the Telangana State Alternate Dispute Redressal Centre. In
just 15 days, both parties reached an amicable settlement. The issue in question pertained to purchase
of a property at Bachupally in 2012.
Ms. Nagalaxmi, in charge of the centre, informed that the issues are settled through counselling. The centre
hear out both parties during Saturday hearings that is held throughout the day. When there is an obvious
case in favour of the consumer, it suggest that the seller or service provider do justice to the consumer.
The issues are settled sometimes immediately or may be through a couple of more hearings.
All that the aggrieved consumer needs to do is approach the centre, fill in a simple form and provide
photocopies of the evidence of purchases and the default in-service. “If one opts to approach a consumer
court it takes a lot of time for the case to be heard and disposed of. It is a strain on both the company/
firm/seller or service provider as well as the aggrieved consumer. After the centre receives a complaint
from a consumer, it sends out notices to the trader or the company to sort out the matter amicably. During
the counselling sessions that are undertaken at the centre, both parties are advised to settle the issue
in a manner convenient to both parties but with interest of aggrieved consumer given priority.
Between 2018 and September 20, 2019, the redressal centre has received as many as 365 complaints,
out of which 270 were redressed. In all the cases, the redressal was to the satisfaction of both the
concerning parties. The procedure to approach the redressal centre is very simple. The consumers can
call them on a helpline numbers, to first register what their complaint is. Then the centre will explain as
to how they need to proceed in a formal way by filling up a form.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/hyderabad/have-problem-as-consumer-you-cansettle-it-cordially-at-zero-cost/articleshow/71226718.cms
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Rethinking

Urban Roads
G. Shankar Narayan
Architect
nothingconcrete32@gmail.com

It’s that time of year which citizens dread. Rains are a welcome sign but not
for Hyderabad’s roads. Stalled traffic and life threatening potholes make
living a challenge. The positive side however, is Hyderabad’s undulating
landscape (unlike Chennai) drains water quickly which is good especially
for bituminous roads. It’s gravelly sub strata (murram) absorbs water like a
sponge unlike clay which is non- permeable (upcoming Amaravathi will have
to deal with this). Nor is it a coastal city like Mumbai that must confront
high tides and torrential rain at the same time. Our city has a river too– a
fact often forgotten - which is its lowest point and all water can drain into
it. Given these beneficial natural factors, half the battle to manage storm
water should be won.

So why is it that our roads still flood from a
downpour?
We should remember that most cities nowadays have become virtual concrete
tubs. Impervious material like concrete/steel roofs, bituminous roads,
stone pathways, plazas along with underground parking, sumps, subways,
subterranean pipes and ducts etc. inhibit natural absorption. Further several
of these components block the path of the natural water flow. Given these
factors, how do we address the situation in Hyderabad?
Approach to the issue can be along four broad directions:

A) Planning
B) Management
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C) Social initiatives
D) Innovation.

A : Planning

1. Prepare a comprehensive 3D map of the topography and built
morphology of the city to enable real time simulation of different
scenarios including flooding. This virtual 3D model will help in
infrastructure planning and even tax assessment and collection.
2. Establish a Final Road Level (FRL) for all main roads that will not
change in the next 50 years. Frequent relaying (esp on ‘VIP’roads) has
led to blocking of storm water outlets (see pic of Raj Bhavan Road),
footpaths and adjoining properties going down in level leading to water
stagnation and quick deterioration of road surface. Milling (removing
existing material) and re- carpeting is a common practice across
the world to maintain levels. As soon as the rain abates, the GHMC
immediately resorts to another layer of tar as a patch up. We have seen
over the years this practice actually worsens the conditions.
3. Create bi-directional Collector (service) roads along all major arteries
to segregate slow moving local traffic from the fast-moving through
traffic. One sees that the lift and staircase structure of upcoming
Metrorail stations are built in such a way that there is space left for
only 3 or 4 lanes on either side of the main carriageway and this is
going to be forever! Service lanes along the property edge are possible
in most of the widened major roads.
4. Provide top class pedestrian facilities like footpaths, zebra crossings,
street furniture etc. to boost citizens’ pride which in turn will improve
street etiquette. The concept of ‘Soft Setback’ where street level public
utilities like transformers, FOB stairs, Kiosks etc are positioned within
the front setback of the adjoining property can be explored to have a
clear walkable footpath. Good footpaths reduce jay walking and save
lives.
5. The use of high strength concrete paver blocks in service roads will
help in regulating vehicular speeds, absorb rain water and will be easy
to remove and re-lay when accessing underground pipes and cables.
6. While proper road geometry is crucial for smooth flow of traffic,
don’t neglect the design of essentials like medians – the concrete blocks
used now are most treacherous for people crossing the road and are
sometimes strewn so haphazardly that it is a hazard for the vehicles.
7. Flyovers as a solution to traffic congestion are like band aids rather
than a long-term cure. Instead propose new roads and connect localities
which will not only re distribute the flow of traffic but will have economic
spin offs with new growth areas leading to rise in property values and
ultimately benefiting the Government. The Kukkatpally-Hitec city link
is a case in point. I have proposed a Prakash Nagar- Balanagar under
Begumpet airport runway link which will reduce stress on the ever
busy Begumpet road and give a real estate boost to the entire north
Hyderabad. Urban infrastructure should not be a mere expenditure,
like flyovers are, but an investment.
8. Re-assess Foot Over Bridges – they are one of the most underutilised facilities, installed more for the ad revenue than usability and
pedestrian friendliness. The good old zebra crossing at grade remains
one of the best solutions.

B : Management

Cities have become extremely complex
entities but presently the governance
set ups remain obsolete and unable to
cope. Some steps can be:
1. Every stretch of road is in the charge
of a particular department and officer.
Online maps should tag the current
in-charge for direct information
exchange on social media. This will
lead to more accountability.
2. Just as they say war is too important
to be left to the Generals, road designs
are not the exclusive domain of
engineers. Beyond being transport
corridors, they are in fact social spaces
bursting with potential economic
energy. The concept of street design
should be institutionalised and
architects should be taken on board
to create places for people. Inclusive
streets with proper facilities for
pedestrians, parking, hawkers etc
will boost the city economy by at
least 20% while making our roads
safer and more eco-friendly.
3. Empower and hold accountable
local ward committees – the city
is growing too big to be managed
effectively with central control. Set
parameters within which they can
plan and implement street related
solutions. This will enable competition
among localities and increasing
property values and rentals is a selfpropagating way of kick-starting and
sustaining development.
4. Integrate different public agencies
like roads/traffic police/water supply/
sewage/ power etc. into one executive
organisation. Short of an Executive
Mayor (all major well managed
metros have one),
this single agency will address the
coordination mismatches that plague
the city.
5. Good infrastructure will come at
a cost. This is where creative income
streams for ‘Urban Finance’ should be
thought of. If the richest city in the
State can’t look after itself, then other
towns in the State are doomed!
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C : Social Initiatives

Citizens cooperation is a must
for the best of public initiatives
to succeed. Pedestrians
are unruly but a sustained
education programme will see
considerable improvement
and prevent traffic related
mishaps.
2. Properly designated and
designed hawkers’ plazas will
add to the social and cultural
quotient of civic life. They act
as ‘hawk - eyes’ adding value
for public security and liven up
the street.
3. There is a street culture unique
to every city and Hyderabad
should develop one. This where
NGO’s and the Government can
work together.
4. It is in the human psyche to
dirty places which are already
filthy and unkempt. This is why
such spaces (there are many
such places even on Begumpet
Road) are easily littered and
urinated upon. Once the
pavements are neatly tiled and
landscaped with good street
furniture, one would hesitate
to soil it. The street is the
only truly public place in the
city - even parks are ticketed
nowadays! This being so, the
design of all its components
should be comfortable for use
from the school child to the
grandparent. Only then can our
city be called truly inclusive.

D : Innovation

Cities are changing so fast that constant innovation is the key to make
them more habitable and equitable.
1. Transverse road slopes are conventionally towards the edges i.e the
pavements requiring two storm water drains on either side. Commonly
even the sewage from the properties gets into these drains eventually
finding their way to the lakes. In heavy downpours, the pedestrian
areas and properties get flooded. Suppose the road sloped towards the
centre i.e the median. Only one drain will do the job and the cost and
maintenance will be virtually halved. It will also be less complicated
to channel this ‘clean stream’ towards the water bodies. Chances of
buildings and pavements– where people live and walk- getting flooded is
reduced. If the road centre does become a stream, it is easier to navigate
a boat for relief operations!
2. As much as a city is a spatial construct, it is also a highly time dependant
entity where the patterns of use and movement are cyclical and highly
predictable in nature. Space based planning doesn’t consider this. Time
related use of static space (TRUSS) will result in reduced stress on
infrastructure and resources, both environmental and financial.
3. Though BRTS is an economical public transport system its lanes
occupy critical road space. Why not have peak time ‘BRTS only’ lanes
for the Main carriageway during which private vehicles are diverted to
the service roads? This will coax people towards public transport as it
will be faster moving. Citizens still wanting to use their cars must wade
through service road traffic or alter their trip time to nonpeak hours.
4. Simple calculations show that the annual rainfall in Hyderabad
is more than sufficient for all its water needs. Urban planning that
integrates and channels rain water is the way to go. Road flooding then
becomes a source! Additionally the 75 km of elevated Metrorail viaduct
is going to act as a huge catchment and this should be put to good use.
Unseemly dangling wires and cables are a common sight along roads
posing danger to bikers. One can put them in simple cost effective
sand filled channels below the footpath paving or have well designed
integrated utility posts which will house street lights, internet cables,
signages, cameras, dust bins etc instead of the disparate elements we
find now on the road sides.
6. Have organic composting machines in public areas (just like ATM’s)
run by youth. One can deposit one’s kitchen waste here and collect
manure for a small fee. This decentralised ‘wealth from waste’ system
of recycling will decrease the load on central dump yards, prevent
overflowing garbage bins which in turn encourage strays.

Hyderabad has it all - history, hi-tech, cosmopolitan culture, fair infrastructure and connectivity.
The sordid state of its roads and footpaths are what lets it down. The few ideas enumerated above
are doable right away and are the low hanging fruits to up the city’s liveability quotient. There
are many more possibilities. Rather than a sense of dread when it pours, the Hyderabadi should
look forward to a pleasant stroll in the rain!
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The Story of
Indian MSMEs

T

his book Despair to Dawn of Hope is about
the policy initiatives of both the Union and
state governments, and the journey of few
small entrepreneurs viewing failure
as a stepping stone to success. In the
lifecycle of an enterprise, development
and death co-exist at different times.
The development process involves
struggle; walking on rugged roads,
and unwelcoming infrastructure in
some cases.
When there is plenty of literature on the
subject of micro, small, and medium
enterprises (MSMEs), with a flurry of
articles in popular financial media and
several research outputs that include
periodical releases from the World
Bank, McKinsey, Boston Consulting,
KPMG, Industry Associations etc.,
where is the need for another book?
The need arose due to the complexity
of the sector, performance shortfall ¬–sometimes
driven by policy prescriptions – inadequate enterprise
development initiatives, and renewed emphasis on the
sector led by global markets. This book proposes to lay
more emphasis on the access to finance and its drivers.
Government of India (GoI) has taken a slew of initiatives
during 2015-18 to strengthen the sector. It has pleaded
with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to take appropriate
measures to ensure easy and timely access to credit. An
interesting aspect of this book is the references to the
author’s own articles published in various financial and
other dailies, journals, and blogs. The pan-India case
studies add strength to the perceptions.
Glimpses:
Murthy, hailing from Srikakulam in Andhra Pradesh,
completed his engineering from Andhra University
in the 1970s, and picked up some experience in a few
reputed mechanical engineering firms. On seeing
an advertisement in a daily, that qualified engineers
thinking of setting up small-scale industries as ancillaries
to Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and Bharat
Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) would get space in
Jeedimetla Industrial Estate, he decided to try his luck.
He started the unit with a small capital, and SBI gave

the working capital based on the order of HAL. He
experienced the bureaucratic delays in securing permits
for running the factory; getting power supply to the unit;
satisfying the labour inspectors who
would visit the factory periodically,
etc. In a way, he had the full experience
of inspector raj- with a minimum
of 100 inspections, and submission
of as many as 60 returns to various
departments, including environmental
and pollution clearances. Though he
did not have a furnace of boiler, he still
had to submit those returns, he rues.
After three and a half decades, during
which he also worked as president
of the Industry Association and the
Federation of Associations, he exited
after liberalisation under pressure of
his children.
Gopal, an electrical engineer had set
up an ancillary unit to BHEL to supply
components. After two decades of experience as an
entrepreneur, he decided the knowledge of law is crucial
to run an enterprise, as he was paying a huge price for
his honesty. He joined the Evening College of Law
in Osmania University. After securing the degree, he
practiced as a junior to a reputed advocate in the High
Court. During this period, he continued to run the
industry. After 25 years, he sold away the unit and settled
as an advocate. His knowledge of the industry helped
him argue the case of the industries before the Electricity
Regulatory Authorities (ERA) after liberalisation on
tariff fixation. Further, he won the reputation of being
a professional of high competence. He is now a leading
advocate in the Supreme Court.
One characteristic trait shared among all such qualified
persons was the passion to run the enterprise, come what
may. But except one, all others retreated, and bowed to
the system. All of them unequivocally say laws and rules
bow before those who interpret them according to their
benefit. They concede it is a great challenge to run a small
enterprise in India. Producing a quality product is one
thing, but receiving the price for it is another. Contracts
were invariably in favour of the large industry—public
or private. Delays in payments had to be accepted. Large
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industry always got better attention from the banks for
working capital limits and security. They also got better
interest rates than them. The large industry similarly
enjoyed their working
capital by delaying the
bills because they were
all captive suppliers.
In
fact,
postliberalisation, sincere
efforts were initiated
with the help of
bureaucrats to mend
the laws. This resulted
in the single window
system for approvals
in Kerala and AP. Not
convinced with such
levels of progress, they
felt here was a need
for the industry to
take over the infrastructure from the local authorities.
On these lines, an effort was initiated by the then
commissioner of industries and secretary to the state
government to establish an Industrial Area Local
Authority (IALA) in AP, with industrial estates as the
focal points. These IALAs, on a shared revenue basis,
collected complete local taxes and shared a certain
proportion of it with the municipal corporations. They
also maintained the infrastructure in the industrial
estates. This gamut of operations led to the clean-up
of the industrial corridors formerly part of AP.
All of them agree the situation after liberalisation
gradually improved in terms of law and facilitation.
However, mindset of the banks and the line staff in the
industry still had a lot to change.
The author feels that if the book serves as a wake-up
call to some entrepreneurs, and a guide to the future
of policy pursuits in this sector, it would achieve its
purpose. The access to finance continues to draw the
ire of entrepreneurs, and adequate attention to it can
be found in this book.
Several state governments have innovated in the policy
space. Some of these policies can be found in the
annexure.
This book is also about how the sector has been
progressing over the years, and asserts the future is not
going to be a repetition of the past. Global interventions
have been influencing the markets, systems, and the
ways in which the enterprises function.
In the foreword, Dr. Duvvuri Subbarao, former RBI
Governor, wrote that though MSMEs can be geographically
dispersed, aid development of regional economies and
restrain urban migration, Yet no developing country has
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been able to fully exploit the promise of the MSME sector.
India is no exception. Notwithstanding pious intentions
and bold promises, there is no one to handhold a
small entrepreneur in
distress. Nor is there
is a feedback loop from
lessons of experience
to policy.
It is here that this book
by Dr. Yerram Raju,
Despair to Dawn of
Hope, adds tremendous
value. He brings to
the book decades of
‘frontier’ experience
in his diverse roles as a
banker, consultant and
mentor. Furthermore,
over the last few years,
he has been an adviser
to the Telangana Indusrtrial Health Clinic Limited
(TIHCL) with the mandate of handholding MSMEs
in distress and reviving them to health through
comprehensive advice, guidance and mentoring. The
work that he has done with the TIHCL has further
added to his understanding of the operational level
challenges of MSMEs.
For Copies : Konark Publishers Pvt Ltd
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FTCCI Events

Business Seminar on

‘Trade & Investment Opportunities
in South Africa’

His Excellency Mr. Joel Sibusiso Ndebele, South African High Commissioner to India addressing the seminar

FTCCI in partnership with South African High
Commission organized a Business Seminar on Trade
and Investment Opportunities in South Africa on 18th
September, 2019 at FTCCI Surana Auditorium, Federation
House Hyderabad.
Mr. Ramakanth Inani, Sr. Vice President, FTCCI
mentioned that FTCCI is working very closely with
the High Commission of South Africa in New Delhi
and Consulate General of South Africa in Mumbai,
to promote the trade between the two countries by
organizing interaction meetings with the business
delegations on a regular basis. He invited the South
African government and companies to pro-actively
partner with India’s ambitious development projects and
programs. These partnerships can help us reach new
heights in our trade and commercial partnership.
Dr. E. Vishnu Vardhan Reddy, IFS., Regional Passport
Officer, Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of India spoke
about how the upcoming ‘Gandhi-Mandela Centre
of Specialization for Artisan Skills’ will help improve
skilling of people in both the countries. There is a lot
of potential for trade. While we believe in Vasudaika
Kutumbakam, South Africa believes in Ubuntu. This
shared philosophy and history should help us tap trade
and investment opportunities in both the countries.
His Excellency Mr. Joel Sibusiso Ndebele, South African
High Commissioner to India spoke about the range
of trade opportunities that exist in that country. He
mentioned that South Africa has world-class financial
institutions, an independent judiciary that ensures
the safety of investment and the whole of the African
continent as a market. Over the next three years, South
Africa is focusing on pharma, renewable energy, IT and

infrastructure where Indian businessmen can invest.
India and South Africa are sister countries and our

ties go back 140 years when the first Indians arrived in
South Africa.
Mr. Recado Andrews, Minister Counsellor, South African
High Commission gave a Presentation on Trade and
Investment Opportunities in South Africa. He informed
that South Africa is open for business. There are sectoral
opportunities that have remained untapped. Most people
think South Africa is only minerals, but is an attractive
destination for manufacturing. It has good roads and
good infrastructure, the standard of living is high and
a huge pool of talent.
Ms Lerato Mashile, Acting Consul General, South African
Consulate General, Ms Zipho P Mgadle, First SecretaryPolitical, Mr Ravi Issar, Advisor-Business Development,
South African High Commission, Mr Dean Hoff,
Consul-Economic, Mr Rajan Kumar, Advisor-Business
Development, South African Consulate General, Mr. P.
Prem Kumar, Chairman, International Trade Committee
and Ms. Khyati Naravane, CEO of FTCCI participated
and addressed the Seminar.
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Conference on

“India’s Logistics Sector on the
Path of Transformation”

Sri N. Sivasailam, IAS., Special Secretary (Logistics), Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
Govt. of Indiaaddressing the seminar

FTCCI, Government of Telangana with the support
of Maritime Gateway, leading logistics magazine and
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry
(FICCI) organized a Conference on “India’s Logistics
Sector on the Path of Transformation” on 19th September,
2019 at FTCCI Surana Auditorium, Federation House,
Hyderabad.
Ms. Khyati Naravane, CEO, FTCCI said that logistics
creates and increases the value businesses offer by
improving merchandise and ensuring the availability
of products. Successful businesses will acknowledge
the crucial importance of effectively organized logistics.
They understand that implementing seamless logistics
is a key element in keeping pace with customer demands
and outperforming competitors.
Sri Karunendra S Jasti, President, FTCCI said that
FTCCI is proud to conduct
the first of its kind
conference on Logistics in
India with the support of
Telangana Government.
He mentioned that Trade
is expanding at rapid pace
and without boundaries.
Movement of raw materials
and products has become
seamless which implies
Logistics sector is growing
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at an impeccable pace. He hoped that the stakeholders
will immensely benefit from the conference while
listening and interacting with experts in Government,
trade and other sectors.
Sri R. Ramprasad, Editor-in-Chief, Maritime Gateway
said that Technology will make further inroads into the
logistics industry, as there are multiple developments
underway by both established players and new startups.
2019 will be a turning point for supply and demand
balance in the tonnage. Still, fuel costs, trade discussions,
disruptive entrants, and industry consolidation will
remain the big unknowns that can bring a paradigm
shift.
Sri J.S. Chandrasekhar, IRS., Principal Commissioner,
Hyderabad Customs Commissionerate, said as compared
to other countries, the cost of moving goods across
the border is five to seven
times more expensive.
This includes the cost of
documentation and cost
of moving goods. He said
the Union Government
has been making efforts
to reduce this cost. He
stressed on the need for
professionalism in any
work.
Sri Jayesh Ranjan, IAS.,

Principal Secretary to Govt., Industries & Commerce,
Information Technology, Electronics & Communications,
Govt. of Telangana informed that Telangana’s Industrial
Policy has identified logistics as a one of the 14 priority
sectors. He said warehousing transaction volume in
Hyderabad in 2017 was recorded at 0.2 million square
feet. In 2018, this grew two-fold to 0.4 million square feet.
The State of Telangana has best connectivity, location
advantage, country’s longest Outer Ring Road in place,
huge pool of land bank and investor friendly policies.
Sri N. Sivasailam, IAS., Special Secretary (Logistics),
Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce
and Industry, Govt. of India suggested for creating
industry-backed platforms to help SMEs and MSMEs
thrive. Unless and until the industry and associations
provide industry-wide platforms, it will not be possible
for any SME or MSME to create electronic systems. If
you have an industry-wide platform, a whole lot of issues
get addressed. And that platform can always link with
other platforms to make things happen.
While emphasizing on the importance of logistics in
modern world, he enumerated the steps and policy
initiatives taken by Government of India to make easy and
transparent process along with ease of doing business.
He pointed out that the gains made in manufacturing
is lost at border trade where the cost at borders is seven
times higher making us one of the costliest country in
movement of goods. He urged the need to shift focus
from passenger only- to-freight also approach, especially
with the railway logistics.
The State of Telangana needs to create more inland
ports and start partnership with railways to surge ahead
in logistics sector. He also pointed out that Telangana
occupies the eighth position on country’s logistics index,
while Gujarat is in the top position. He suggested that

the Telangana government should set up inland ports
and create industry and association-backed platforms
to tackle logistics issues, so that SMEs and MSMEs can
thrive.
Sri Rupesh Singh, Director-Logistics, Govt. of Telangana
informed that the event is one of the steps in making
Hyderabad a Logistics Hub for the south & central India.
Telangana Government has taken numerous initiatives
such as developing Multi Modal Logistics Park, creation
of Integrated Logistics Park around Hyderabad to ease
cargo movement, formulation of draft logistics policy
etc., to create a robust logistics ecosystem. He thanked
the guests and panelists for making this event a grand
success and wished that the event shall ultimately
become a platform for interaction between govt. and
logistics community.
The Technical Session on Indian Logistics sector was
moderated by Sri R. Ramprasad, Editor-in-Chief,
Maritime Gateway. The Panel members were Sri
Surendra Lingareddy, Director, Asia-Pacific, VOLTEO,
Sri Prahlad Tanwar, Partner - Transport and Logistics,
KPMG Advisory Services Private Limited, Sri Satish
Lakkaraju, Chief Commercial Officer, Agility Logistics
Private Ltd., Sri Anil Radhakrishnan, Founder, Accex
Supply Chain & Warehousing Pvt Limited.
The Technical Session on Logistics Scenario in Telangana
was moderated by Sri Kamal Jain, Director, Cargomen
Logistics (India) Pvt Ltd. The Panel members were Sri
Saurabh Kumar, Chief Executive Officer, GMR Hyderabad
Air Cargo & Logistics Pvt.Ltd., Sri Gubba Kiran, CEO,
Gubba Cold Storage Ltd., Sri Mahesh Adapa, Chief
Executive Officer, Continental Multimodal Terminals
Limited, Sri Mahesh Iyer, General Manager – Logistics,
Aurobindo Pharma Ltd., Sri K V Lalith, General Manager,
MSC Shipping Company.
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Seminar on

Bakery, Biscuits & Confectionery Industries
Opportunities & Challenges

Sri Karunendra S. Jasti, President, FTCCI addressing the seminar

Sri Karunendra S. Jasti, President in his welcome
address said that the objective of the Seminar is to
create awareness on innovative and sustainable bakery
and biscuits operations, latest technologies and trends
and integrated techniques in Bakery, Biscuits and
confectionery business.
He cautioned that commercial bakeries that produce
gluten-free products must maintain strict sanitation
standards to avoid contamination. He highlighted the
key issues that the industry is facing such as the need for
improvements in hygienic practices as well as technology
apart from availability of skilled manpower at all levels
of bakery operations.
Sri D. Sunil Reddy, Chairman of the Agro & Food
Processing Committee, FTCCI in his introductory
remarks said that The Seminar aims at familiarizing the
delegates about the food safety and hygiene standards
of the bakery and biscuits products.
Multi-grain, high-fiber and
diabetic friendly bakery
products have become
the latest trend amongst
the young generation,
completely dedicated to
health and fitness. The
increasing awareness
about sugar-free products
that satiate the cravings
for sweets without actually
making people consume
sugar is translating into a
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high demand for diabetic bakery products, leading to a
substantial rise in the global diabetic bakery products
market.
He stated that Bakery products have vast scope to serve
as a vehicle for nutrition supplementation.
Dr. Jyothirmai, Principal Scientist & Head, CFTRI ,
ICAR has explained about the activities of the CFTRI
and informed that they have number of schemes in food
processing, interested entrepreneurs may visit CFTRI.
The CFTRI supports and give guidance for setting up
of Food Processing industries.
She opined that most people enjoy a biscuit as it can be
taken with anything from a cup of tea or coffee to milk
or just nibbled alone. They can be dunked or eaten as
it is.
Sri Preetam Lalwani, President of Biscuits Manufacturers
Association said that Biscuits today stand at a higher
value and production level than bread. This belongs to
the unorganized sector
of the bakery Industry
and covers over 70% of
the total production.
Demand for biscuits is
increasing due to the
innovative packaging,
new f lavors, shapes,
technologies. The major
factors driving the growth
of the biscuits market are
the increasing preference
for convenience and

snacking.
Biscuit manufacturers face many productivity challenges,
such as checking, which can cause cracks and breaks
due to poor distribution of heat and water in the dough.
Issues with product weight variation are posing critical
challenge for the industry and generate huge losses for
producers.
Sri Akhil Kumar Gawar, Director, Telangana State Food
Processing Society in his inaugural address said that
Bakery & Biscuit industry is annual turnover approx.
Rs.3,000 crore to the processed food industry. The Indian
bakery industry is dominated by the small scale sector
with an estimated 50,000 plus small and medium size
producers along with 20 plus units in the organized
sector. The Government of Telangana is supporting
Food Processing industries in the State by setting
up number of Food Parks and providing all common
facilities. Government will provide Investment subsidy
and Power subsidy to the Food processing industries.
The Food Processing clusters are also being set up in
the Industrial parks.
Sri Ramakanth Inani, Senior Vice President proposed
Vote of Thanks.

Sri Surendra Kumar Sood, Food Scientist chaired
Technical sessions.
Chef Srikanth, Indian Culinary Academy has given a
presentation on Scope, Challenges and Opportunities
in Bakery Industry.
Sri Konda Rama Reddy, Asst. Professor, Osmania
University has given a detailed analysis of Gluten
Properties, Allergy, Alternatives to make Gluten free
Bread
Dr. V. Sudershan Rao, Scientist (NIN Retd) has
given presentation on FSSAI Regulations – Bakery
Ingredients.
Sri B.K. Karna, Director, Packaging Clinic & Research
Institute spoke on Role of Packaging, Modern Techniques,
Packaging material standards in Bakery Industry
Sri Sandeep Reddy, Managing Director, KS Bakers Pvt.
Ltd explained about the best Practices and hurdles for
Bakers Industry
Chef Vishwanth Pandey, Managing Director & CEO,
Total Hospitality International spoke on Effective
Development in Machinery & Equipment for Bakery
& Biscuit Industry.

Tribute to Mahathma Gandhi

Singapore PM Lee Hsien Loong, Bangladesh PM Sheikh Hasina, United Nations Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres, India’s PM Narendra Modi, South Korea President Moon Jae-in, New Zealand PM Jacinda Ardern and
Jamaica’s PM Andrew Holness place hands on a light ball symbolizing earth for a special event commemorating
the 150th anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, during the United Nations General Assembly at U.N. headquarters September 24, 2019 at U.N. headquarters
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Launching Ceremony of

FTAPCCI as the Federation of Telangana Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FTCCI)
Launching Ceremony of
FTAPCCI as the Federation
of Telangana Chambers of
Commerce and Industry
(FTCCI)
The Federation of
Telangana Chambers of
Commerce and Industry
(FTCCI), has been officially
launched by Prof. Faizan
Mustafa, Vice-Chancellor
of NALSAR University of
Law on 23rd September
2019
Sri Karunendra S. Jasti,
President FTCCI, in his
welcome address, had
given a brief history of
the Federation, how the
Chamber of Commerce
was established in 1917
to represent the old
state of Hyderabad, as
well as, all the Teluguspeaking districts of the
old Nizam’s dominions,
and the transition of
Hyderabad Chamber to
FAPCCI, to FTAPCCI and
now FTCCI.
He also informed the participants that the Federation
has prepared a Memorandum on pertinent and burning
issues regarding industry incentives, trade licenses,
power, HMDA etc., on behalf of the trade and industry
and will be submitting to the government for necessary
action.
Latter, The Federation of
Telangana Chambers of
Commerce and Industry
(FTCCI) and NALSAR
University of
Law
signed Memorandum of
Understanding to set up
an International Centre
for Alternative Dispute
Resolution.
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Prof. Faizan Mustafa,
Vice-Chancellor
of
NALSAR University of
Law said considering the
number of cases pending
in various courts, there
was a need to make
use of the Alternative
Dispute Resolutions
(ADR) extensively. In this
context, he welcomed the
signing and exchanging
of memorandum of
understanding between
FTCCI and NALSAR
University of Law
for setting up of an
International centre
for Alternative Dispute
Resolution. The pact
would open new vistas
of relationship with
the industry. He also
mentioned that Corporate/
commercial disputes can
be efficiently resolved
through Alternative
Dispute Resolution.
Listed companies alone
spend about Rs 40,000
crore in dispute resolution. So this centre will ensure
speedy resolution at low cost. It can handle any civil
litigation.”
Sri Ramakanth Inani, Senior Vice President, FTCCI
proposed Vote of Thanks.

Workshop on

“Sabka Vishwas-Legacy Dispute
Resolution Scheme-2019”

Ms. Vaishali Malhotra, IRS- Joint Director, NACIN, Hyderabad Unit addressing the workshop

FTCCI jointly with National Academy of Customs,
Indirect Taxes and Narcotics (NACIN), Hyderabad
Unit organized a Workshop on “Sabka Vishwas-Legacy
Dispute Resolution Scheme-2019” on 24th September
2019
Sri Karunendra S Jasti, Preisdent –FTCCI in his Welcome
Address said that FTCCI is happy to associate with the
department for organizing this workshop to educate
and understand the intricacies of the Scheme.
The Finance Minister, in her maiden Budget Speech on
July 05, 2019, expressed her deep concerns about the huge
pending litigation and money stuck therein amounting
to Rs. 3.75 lakh crore under the erstwhile indirect tax
regime. To reduce this huge pending litigation, Finance
Minister introduced the Sabka Vishwas (Legacy Dispute
Resolution) Scheme, 2019 “ The Scheme is valid from
September 01, 2019 to December 31, 2019.
Sri Meela Jayadev Chairman, GST and Customs
Committee, FTCCI introduced the Chief Guest
Ms. Vaishali Malhotra, IRS- Joint Director, NACIN,
Hyderabad Unit.
Sri Ramakanth Inani-Senior Vice President and Sri S.
Thirumali, Advisor- GST and Customs Committee,
FTCCI participated in the Workshop.
Ms. Vaishali Malhotra thanked FTCCI for giving an
opportunity to interact with Trade and Industry on Subka
Viswas –Legacy Dispute Resolution Scheme-2019
She explained that the objective of the scheme is one
time measure for liquidation on past disputes of Central
Tax and Service Tax. It is also to provide an opportunity of
voluntary disclosure of non complainant Tax Payers.
She gave a detailed Presentation on the Scheme.

Broadly, the cases covered under the Scheme
include:
* A show cause notice or appeals arising out of a show
cause notice pending as on the 30th day of June,
2019
* An amount in arrears
* An enquiry, investigation or audit where the amount
is quantified on or before the 30th day of June, 2019
* A voluntary disclosure
Exclusions from the Scheme
* Cases in respect of excisable goods set forth in the
Fourth Schedule to the Central Excise Act, 1944
(this includes tobacco and specified petroleum
products)
* Cases for which the taxpayer has been convicted
under the Central Excise Act, 1944 or the Finance
Act, 1944
* Cases involving erroneous refunds
* Cases pending before the Settlement Commission
Benefit under the Schemes
* Total waiver of interest and penalty
* Immunity from prosecution
* Cases pending in adjudication or appeal, a relief of
70% from the duty demand if it is Rs. fifty lakh or
less and 50% if it is more than Rs. fifty lakhs.
* The same relief for cases under investigation and
audit where the duty involved is quantified on or
before 30th June, 2019.
*
In case of an amount in arrears, the relief offered
is 60% of the confirmed duty amount if the same is
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Rs. fifty lakhs or less and it is 40% in other cases.
In cases of voluntary disclosure, the declarant will
have to pay full amount of disclosed duty
She informed that Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs) and circular have been issued by the
Government to bring clarity regarding the issues
highlighted by the taxpayers under the Scheme.
A team of Officers of NACIN, Hyderabad Unit,
Sri Srinadh, Ms. Deepthi Vikram Reddy, Deputy
Directors, Sri Yodukondalu, Superintendent and
Ranjit Kumar Inspector also participated in the
Workshop.
She clarified number of doubts raised by
participants. She informed that if there are any
specific issues or doubts with regard to the scheme
may contact NACIN for guidance.
The meeting ended with vote of thanks by CA
Irshad Mohammed, Co-chairman, GST and
Customs Committee, FTCCI.

BUSINESS
INVITATION
Trade with Remarkable
Indonesia
Make Your Visit Now :
“THE 34th TRADE EXPO INDONESIA
(TEI) 2019”
Exhibition | TTI Forum | Business
Matching | Trade Mission 16 – 20
OCTOBER 2019 at ICE-BSD City –
Tangerang, Indonesia
Organized by :
Ministry of Trade, The Republic of
Indonesia
Visit : www.tradexpoindonesia.com
Register online your presence for Trade
Expo Indonesia 2019
http://www.tradexpoindonesia.com/
attending/register-to-attend/
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FTCCI

MEMBERSHIP

Advantages

The Federation of Telangana Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FTCCI) established in 1917, is an apex Federation
representing the interests of Industry, Trade & Commerce
in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. FTCCI has 3000 direct
and 25000 indirect through its affiliated 160 Associations/
Chambers as members. This year, FTCCI has completed a
mile stone of 100 years. FTCCI has its nominees in many
Govt. and Semi-Govt. organizations to represent members’
interest. This makes FTCCI one among the largest Chambers
in the country. FTCCI has become an important forum for
interaction between Govt. and business and industry in
a global perspective. For further details of FTCCI, please
visit - www.ftcci.in
FTCCI provides greater opportunities and technical
information and professional networking more particularly
on GST, Exports/Imports, Finance, Energy, Corporate Laws &
Legal, Agro & Food Processing, Infrastructure & Real Estate,
Pharma & Healthcare, Pollution, HR Practices, Information
Technology, e-commerce and Starts ups, etc..

Exclusive Member Advantages, FTCCI…

4Provides a platform to interact with Experts,
Institutions, State and Central Governments.
4Enlightens and imparts information related to policy &
regulations, economy, industry, investments, taxation
by conducting meetings & seminars.
4Extends exclusive Services to the Members: Certificate
of Origin, Export Documents attestation, Visa 		
Recommendation letter to Embassies & References to
the visiting foreign members.
4Provides FTCCI Halls at concessional tariff for Members
for holding conferences, meetings, seminars and
exhibitions.
4Special Discounted air fare by Jet Airways and New
Indian Express Newspaper at subsidized rates and
many other facilities are in pipeline
4Recognition of outstanding contribution/achievements
through Awards
4Daily business updates/happenings by email
4Extends complimentary copy of the FTCCI Review, a
weekly update on Business news and events.
4Gives opportunity to participate in Management
Development Programs, Meetings, Seminars,
Workshops, Trade Fairs, Exhibitions and B2B Meetings
and many more Membership application form and
latest issue of FCCI review is enclosed for your
information.
We cordially invite you to join FTCCI family today. For further
assistance in enrolment, please call Membership Desk on
040-23395524, 9100199978 or email: shankar@ftcci.in

Meeting of Chief Commissioner of Customs and
GST with the Members of Trade and Industry
The Chief Commissioner of Customs and GST convened a
Meeting with Trade and Industry on 13th September, 2019
at 3-00pm at GST Bhavan, Basheerbagh, in connection
with the proposed visit of Hon’ble Finance Minister,
Government of India to Hyderabad.
On Behalf of FTCCI, Sri Ramakanth Inani- Senior Vice
Present, Sri V.S.Sudhir and Sri Irshad Mohammad,
Co-Chairmen, GST and Customs Committee-FTCCI
attended the interactive meeting.

The replies to queries raised by FTCCI from
the department are as follows:
M/s Megha Engineering and Infrastructure Ltd:
Q 1: Retrospective amendment to charging of
interest on net tax liability- Sec 50 of CGST Act
2017
Ans: It is to inform that Section 50 has been amended to
levy interest on unpaid taxes only to the extent of that
portion paid in cash i.e. through the electronic cash.
The date of effect of the said legal provision is yet to be
notified as the provisions of the State Tax and Central
Tax have to be implemented simultaneously. It is only
when it is notified that the interest on unpaid taxes to the
extent of that portion of tax liability to be paid through
the electronic cash ledger will be payable. Till such time,
interest is leviable in terms of the pre-amended Sec 50,
which continues to remain in force.
Q 2: Allowing utilization of TRAN-1 credit from
01.07.2017 even though TRAN-1 filed belatedly.
Ans: Related to policy matters. Will be examined and
taken up.
Q 3: Regarding Edu Cess, HEC, SB Cess to be available
as TRAN credit.
Ans: Legal position regarding inadmissibility of Cess as
TRAN credit has been clarified. No further ambiguity
in this regard.

contract service but Tax authorities are asking to
pay 18%.
Ans: The tax rate is prescribed in law. With regards to
corporations, the exact nature of ownership and functions
of the entities would determine their classification as
government or non-government.
5: M/s Vconquer.
Query : SEZ unit should be made to claim refund in
place of DTA unit on supplies made to SEZ:
Ans: In terms of Sec. 16(2) of IGSTA, supplies to SEZ
Units are termed as ‘zero rated supplies’ on par with
the normal exports. Sec. 16(3) of IGSTA enables the
registered persons who make zero rated supplies to
claim refund of accumulated ITC / IGST paid on account
of zero rated supplies. Thus the registered persons
who make zero rated supplies (DTA unit in the instant
case) only are designated to claim refund (that arises
on account of zero rate supplies) and accordingly, the
suppliers of zero rate supplies only are required to file
refund claim. The said system has been devised after
taking into consideration all the relevant factors in the
subject matter.
Q 6: Issues faced by Pharmaceutical companies
involved in Export of Services
The issues pertinent policy related issue; would be taken
up with the Policy Wing.
The response to other queries has been mailed
individually to the concerned taxpayer.
Please note that the clarifications provided are based on
the limited facts presented, as a measure of facilitation
and hence does not have legal sanctity. In case of any
inconsistency between the above and the statutory
provisions, the latter shall prevail.
It is to also inform that the proposed visit of the Hon’ble
FM has been postponed. The revised plan of the Hon’ble
FM for meeting members of trade and industry will be
informed once it is confirmed.

Trade Enquiry

Q 4: State Government paying GST@12% on works

The Consulate General of Islamic Republic of Iran, Hyderabad has informed that the 12th Iran International
Nanotechnology Festival will be held on 10th – 13th October 2019, at Tehran’s International Permanent Fairground,
Islamic Republic of Iran. International Nanotechnology Festival is held annually by Iran Nanotechnology Innovation
Council, and it is the largest and most credible exhibition in the field of nanotechnology in Iran. It is also considered
as one of the largest nanotechnology festivals in Asia.
For further details, please contact : Ms. Razieh Kohansal
Address: 14395 - 1336, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran. Tel: +98 21 63103313 Fax: +98 21 63106410
e-Mail: festival@nano.ir Website : www.exhibition.nano.ir/en
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Reminisces....

100 years of Glorious Journey of FTCCI
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